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          I. Introduction

  This paper examines the welfare of
countries involved in a tariff war between

two countries in an international duopoly

with differentiated products. Tariff war

describes a situation where both countries

impose optimum tariffs on imported
goods. The optimum tariff is the tariff

level in the country which maximizes its

welfare given the tariff level in the other

country. Tariff war means a Nash equili-

brium of a non-cooperative tariff game.

Employing a model with linear demand
and cost functiops, I shall show that if,

and only if, the duopolistic goods are

substitutes, and the value of the transpor-

tation cost satisfies certain conditions, the

welfare of both countries in an equili-

brium of a non-cooperative tariff game

with positive tariffs is higher than in a

free-trade equilibrium. That is, a tariff

war situation with positive tariffs is Pare-

to superior to free trade.

  Johnson(1953) and Hamilton and Whal-

ley(1983), for some numerical examples,

illustrate the possibility that one country,

not both, is better off in a Nash equili--

brium of a non-cooperative tariff game

than in a free-trade equilibrium under

* An earlier version of this paper was presented

at the 1987 meeting of the Tohoku Economics
Association at Tohoku University, Sendai, Japan. I

am grateful to Professor Hiroo Shibata(Yamagata
University), Professor Hajime Hori (Tohoku Uni-
versity) and anonymous referees for their helpful

comments and useful suggestions on earlier drafts

of this paper.
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 perfect competition. Gros(1987) examines

 a Nash equilibrium of a non-cooperative

 tariff game in a monopolistic competition

 model, according to Krugman(198Q). He

 shows that, also using a'numerical exam-

 ple, one country, not both, may benefit in

 a Nash equilibrium of a non-cooperative

 tariff game, but does not consider the

 possibility ･that a tariff war could be

 Pareto superior to free trade.

  On the other hand, Brander and Krug-
 man(1983) show that in an intra-industry

 trade model with' two countries under
 duopoly, prohibitive tariffs may be bene-

 ficial for both countries if transportation

 costs are high.

  In the next section, I will present the

 model, and consider the optimum tariff

 for each country. In section III, I shall

 show that if the duopolistic goods are
 substitutes, and the value of the transpor-

 tation cost satisfies certain conditions, a

 tariff war situation With positive tariffs is

 Pareto superior to free trade. In section

 IV, I shall show that the main cause of the

 welfare-enhancing effects of a tariff war

 is savings in transportation costs due to

 contraction of the voluMe of trade
 through tariffs. Section V concludes this

 paper.

 II. The Model and the Optimum Tariffs

  I consider an intra-industry trade model

 in a differentiated duopoly with linear

 demand and cost functions which is analo-

 gous to the models in recent studies by

 Dixit(1988) and Cheng(1988)". Such a



  16 me zamodel is specific. But with general demand

and cost functions, we cannot explicitly

compare the welfare of countries in a
free-trade equilibrium and a Nash equili-

brium of a non-cooperative tariff game.

  Suppose a world consisting of two
countries, called home and foreign, and a

duopolistic industry with one firm in each

country. The two countries and the two

firms are symmetrical. Consumers in both

countries have the same utility functions,

and the firms have the same cost func-

tions, and they are Nash-Cournot duo-
polists.

  I assume that the markets in the two

countries are segmented, as assumed by

Brander(1981), Brander and Krugman
(1983), Brander and Spencer(1984), Dixit

(1984), and Venables(1985). Markets are

segmented when firms are permitted to
select strategies for each national market.

Under segmented markets, prices of
goods in one country are not necessarily

equal to those in the other country2).

  Denote the prices of the good of the
home firm (called the home good) and the

good of the foreign firm (called the for-

eign good) in the home country by, re-

spectively, P and q. The inverse demand

functions for the home and foreign goods

in the home country are represented as,

respectively,

          P- a-b(x+ky)
and
          q == a-b(hr+y)
where x and y are the quantities of the

home and foreign goods in the home coun-

try. N

  The utility function which yields these

demand functions is '
 u(x, y) = a(x+y)--}b(x2+2hag+y2)

k denotes the degree of product dif-
ferentiation, and -ISk$1. The margin-

al utilitY of the home good is

'

M ee
          0u             == a-b(x+ky)
          0x
If O<leSl, an increase (or a decrease) in

y lowers (or raises) the marginal utility

of the home good. On the other hand if '-1

 Sle<O, an increase (or a decrease) in y

raises (or lowers) the marginal utility of

the home good. So if O<k$1, the goods
are substitutes ; and in particular, if le =1,

they are homogeneous. If -1Sk<O, they

are complements; and if k=O, they are

independent.

  Denote the prices of' the home and for-

eign goods in the foreign country by,
respectively, P' and q'. The inverse

demand functions for the home and for-

eign goods in the foreign country are,
respectively,

         p" = a-b(x'+kzf')

and

  . q'=a-b(ke*+y")
where x' and y' are the quantities of the

home and foreign goods in the foreign

country.

  The profit of the home firm with a
specific tariff imposed by the foreign
country, t', is represented as

  rr == PX+P"X'-C(X+X")-7X"-t"X'
    - [a-b(x+ky)]x
      +[a-b(x'+ky')]x"
      -C(X+X')-7C"-t"X*
where c is a marginal production cost,

and r is a transportation cost, respective-

ly, per unit of output3).

  Similarly the profit of the foreign firm

with a specific tariff imposed by the home

country, t, is

  n' == qy+q"y'-c(y+y')-1y-ig
     = [a-b(hr+y)]y+[a-b(ke'
       +y")]y'-c(y+y)'-rgx-ig
Under the assumption of Cournot behav-

ior, the first order conditions of profit

maximization for the home and foreign
firms in the home country are, respective-

ly,
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  On     == a-2bx-bky-c = P-c- tnc =O
  Ox
and
    arr*
       = a-2by - bk: t-c7 r- t
    ay
       == q-c-r-t- by == O
From these equations the equilibrium
quantities of the home and foreign goods

in the home country are obtained as fol-

                           '                      'lows, - '
     ･1   x = (4-le2)b[(2-'k) (a-c)

       +le(r+t)] (1)
and

   Y = (4 -lk2)b [(2"k) (a-c)

       -2(r+t)] (1)'
The responses of x and y to a change in t

are

          du k
          dt - (4-k2)b

and

          (ig- 2
          dt - (4-le2)b
  The first order conditions for the home

and foreign firms in the foreign country

are, respectively,

    g.rr* = a-2bx'- bky"-c-r-'t'

                        '       == P*-c-r-t*-bx*=O
                           'and '    On*       == a-2by'-bkx'-c-
    Oy'
       ,= q"Tc- by =: O

The equilibrium quantities of the home

and foreign goods in the foreign country

are
   x" = (4 "ik2) S [(2- le) (a- c)

        -2(r+t')] (2)
and
    Y' = (4 .lk2) b [(2 rm k) (a-e)

        +k(r+t")] (2)'
  The welfare of the home country is
represented by

                              17

   w == u(x, y)-Px-qy+Px+P'x"
       -c (x+x") - nc"- t*x"+ ty
     = u(x, y) -qy+P'x'-c(x+x")
       -rx'-t"x"+ty
 This is the sum of (1) consumers' sur-

plus, u(x,y)-Px-qy, (2) net-of-tariff
profit of the home firm, Px+P*x"-c(x
+x") - rc'- t'x", and (3) tariff revenue.

  Next, I examine the optimum tariff for

each country. The optimum tariff is the

tariff level imposed by'each country
which maximizes its welfare given the

tariff level in the other country.

  To find the optimum tariff for the home

country, differentiating w with respect to

t
'  {Zlte = (p-c) Zltl -y z:lt +t [;ltf +y

     ,. (,-b) [#, -y( g.q [l?, +gz zl,()

          op
             +y       +t          dt
                       bfe2 .             fe
     = bX (4.k2)b+Y (4-k2)b

              t tt                          '       -by (4 -2k,)b -t (4 -2k,)b +y

           '      =o ･The optimum tariff is obtained as

                             '   tm == tb(ke'+2g) = -Ir(a-c-r)

  The welfare of the foreign country is

  w" = u(x", y') -P"x'-q'y"+qy
       +q'y'-c (y+y') ' 7Zt
       - by + t"x'

     = u (x', y") -P'x' + qy -c(y+y')

        '       -lty-ty+t'X"･ '
By analogous procedures, we obtain the

optimum tariff for the foreign country, as

follows,

       tm" =: -ll-(a-c-r) = tm

We need r<a-c so that tm and tm' are

positive.

  III. Welfare-enhancingTariffWar

  Because of the symmetric structure of

1

l



  18, Eesthe model, we have a symmetric equili-
brium, both under free trade and tariff war.

In the symmetric equilibria we have x=

g", x"=y, P==q*, P"=q, t.=tm" and w==
w'. The welfare of both countries in the

symmetric equilibria is represented as

  w = w" = u(x, y) -qy+qy-c(x+y)
      - 7Zt- ig+ by = U(X, Y) -C(X+Y)

      - rzt = (a-c) (x+y) - ry--li-b

      (x2+2kty+y2) (3)
  I compare the welfare level of the coun-

tries in the equilibrium of a non-cooper-

ative tariff game and the free-trade
equilibrium. Substituting t==t"=O into

(1) and (1)', or into (2) and (2)', we

obtain

        1
Xf= (4-le2)b[(2-le)(a-c)+kr] (4)

and

Yf = (4 -1le2) b [(2-k) (a-c) -2r] (4)'

              'xf is the quantity of the home good in the

home country (or the quantity of the for-

eign good in the foreign country) in the

free-trade equilibrium. yf is the quanti-

ty of the home good in the foreign country

(or the quantity of the foreign good in the

home country) in the free-trade equilibri-

                         2- le                             (a-c)um. r must be smaller than
                          2
for yf to be positive.

  The welfare of both countries in the

free-trade equilibrium is obtained by sub-

stituting xf and yf into (3) as follows,

  Wf = 2(4 -lk2),b [2(2-k)2(3+le)

       (a-c)2-2(2-k)2(3+le)r(a-c)

       +(12-k2) r2] (5)
Derivation of (5) is in Appendix (1).

  Substituting t=t'= tm into (1) and (1)',

or into (2) and (2)', we obtain

        2"t == 3(4-le2)b[(3-k)(a-c)+kr] (6)

and

bl ee

Yt = 3(4 -l k2)b [(4-3k) (a-c) -4r] (6)'

xt is the quantity of the home good in the

home country (or the quantity of the
foreign good in the foreign country) in

the equilibrium of a non-cooperative
tariff game. yt is the quantity of the home

good in the foreign country (or the quan-

tity of the foreign good in the home coun-

try) in the equilibrium of a non-cooper-

ative tariff game. r must be smaller than

 (4-3le)
   4 (a"c) for yt to be positive.

  Now we can show.
Proposition 1
"(1) When the goods are substitutes, that

                      4-3leis, O<kSl, we need r< 4 (a-c) so

that yf and yt are positive. Then the
optimum tariffs are positive.

  (2) When the goods are independent,

that is, k=O, we need r<a-c so that yf

and yt are positive. Then the optimum
tariffs are positive.

  (3) When the goods are complements,

                             2-fethat is, -1$k<O, we need r< 2 (.a

-c) so that yf and gt are positive. In this

case the optimum tariffs may be nega-
tive."

Proof:

                          4-3le(1) When O<k$1, we have
                           4

              2-k       (a-c) <                   (a- c) <a- e.
                2

                       4-3k(2) When k == O, we have                            (a-c)
                         4

        2-k      == 2 (a-c) ==a-c.

                           4-3k(3) When -1$k<O, we have
                             4

              2-k       (a-c) >                   (a-c) >a-c.
                2

        2- le          2 (a-q) does not imply r<Then r<

a-c, and hence the optimum tariffs may
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be negative.(Q. E. D.)

  The welfare of both countries in the

equilibrium of a non-cooperative tariff

game is obtained by substituting xt and yt

into (3) as follows,

           1･  Wt == ls(4mk2)2b [(18le3-21k2-12ok

       +188) (a- c)2- (18le3-24k2

       -120le+160)r(a-c)

       +(80-12le2) r2] (7)
Derivation of (7) is in Appendix (2).

Comparing wt and wf4),

                 1  Wt- Wf = - 18(4-le2)2b [r- (aMC)]

   '           [ (3 le2 + 28) r- (3k2 - 24 le

           +28) (a-c)] (8)
For (8) to be positive we need

3k2-24k+28            (a-c)<r<a-c when O<   3le2+28

                  3k2-24k+28                             (a-c)k$1 and a-c<r<    , 3le2+28
when -1$k<05). But in the latter case

                             2-k
tariffs are negative. We have 2 <

3k2-24le+28
            when -1$k<O because   3le2+28 - - ･
2-k 3k2-24k+28 k(20-3k2)                                <o.  2 3k2+28 2(3k2+28)
                               2- le
Hence if -1$k<O and a-c<r<                                2
(a-c), a tariff war is Pareto superior to

free trade, but tariffs are negative.

  Therefore, if, and only if, O<k$1 and

3le2-24k+28                        4-3le-                             (a-c),            (a-c)<r<   3k2+28                         4
a tariff war with positive tariffs is Pareto

                              4-3le
superior to free trade. Since 4

                                  '   3le2-24k+28 3k(4-3k2)
T 3le2+2s =4(3le2+2s) >O when

O< leS1, there exists r which is positive,

and makes wt larger than wf when O<k

S1.
  Sumrnarizing the results,

Proposition 2

"If and only if the goods are substitutes,
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and the value of the transportation cost,

r, satisfies the relation,

  3k2-24le+28                        4-3le                             (a-c)             (a-c)<r<    3le2+28 . 4 .
a tariff war with positive tariffs is Pareto

superior to free trade."

    IV. MechanismofaWelfare-
        enhancing Tariff War

            ,  In this section I examine the welfare-
              '
enhancing mechanism of a tariff war.

Two possible causes for the welfare-
enhancing effects of a tariff war are (1)

output expansion by tariffs and (2) sav-

ings in transportation costs due to con-

traction of the volume of trade through'

tariffs. Under imperfect competition, the

prices of the goods. are higher than the

marginal costs, and the goods are under-

produced. If production is increased due

to tariffs, the welfare levels of the coun-

tries may rise. I shall show, however, that

this is not the case.

  Consider a tariff war when the goods

are substitutes, that is, O<k$1. Compari-

son of xt and xf gives us6)

                  kAx = x,-xf = 3(4-k2)b (a-c-r) >O
    ''

                                 (9)

On the other hand, comparison of yt and
gf gives us7)

Ay = ym-yf
           2   "= -3(4-fe2)b(a-c-r) <O (lo)

The inequalities in (9) and (10) are

obtained since r< a-c in the equilibrium

of a non-cooperative tariff game when the

goods are substitutes. From (9) and (10)

we have 1Ay1>lAx 1, which implies that

the total output of the goods in a tariff

war is smaller than that under free trade.

Therefore, the welfare-enhancing effects

of a tariff war does not arise from output

      .expanslon.
  The second term of the welfare of the
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  20 me zacountries, - rg, in (3) denotes the trans-

portation costs of the goods, which reduce

the welfare of the countries through re-

duction of the firms' profits.

  The welfare of both countries, includ-

ing transportation costs, under a tariff
war is described as follows8),

  tot = wt+ 2ztl = ls(4 -l k,),b [(lsle3

                      ,       -21le2-120le +188) (a- c)2+ (48k

       -64) r(a- c) + (12k2-16) r2]

And the welfare of both countries, includ-

ing transportation costs, under free trade
is9)

   ･1                 2(4-k2)2b [2(2-k)2  cbf = Wf+7Yf =

       (3+le) (a-c)2-2(2-k)2r(a-c)
       + (3le2-4) r2]

Comparing ndt and tofiO),

  tot- tof == ls (4 ml k2) 2b [r- (a" c)]

           [5 (4 -3k2) r+ (3k2 -24 le

           +28) (a-c)] (11)
We have 3k2-24le+28>O and 4-3k2<O
from O<kSl. Therefore (11) is negative

since r<a-c when the goods are substi-

tutes. This means that if we ignore the.

welfare reduction through transportation

costs, the welfare of the countries in the

equilibrium of a non-cooperative tariff

game cannot be higher than that in the

free-trade equilibrium. As described in
(10) , the quantity of the home good in the

foreigti country (or the quantity of the

foreign good in the home country) in a

tariff war is smaller than that under free

trade. Thus we can save transportation
costs by tariffs. This savings in transpor-

tation costs due to contraction of the

volume of trade through tariffs is the

main cause of the welfare-enhancing
effects of a tariff war. Indeed, as shown in

the previous section, if transportation

costs are suMciently low, that is, r<

M ee
 3k23-k,21kis 28 (a-c),a tariff war is not

                               'Pareto superior to free trade.

       V. ConcludingRemarks

  In this paper I have shown the possi-

bility that in an equilibrium of a non-

cooperative tariff game (tariff war)

between two countries, the welfare of
both countries is higher than in a free-

trade equilibrium in an international

duopoly with product differentiation. I

assumed that demand and cost functions

are linear. But, as stated in the Introduc-

tion, with general demand and cost func-

tiQns we cannot explicitly compare the

welfare of the countries in a free-trade

equilibrium and a Nash equilibrium of a

non-cooperative tariff game.

  I do not assert that the imposition of

tariffs by countries is generally desirable

for the world. But in the modern economy

in which imperfect competition prevails,

free trade may not be optimal, and protec-

tion policies by the countries may have

some merit. Krugman(1987) says "Free
trade is not passe, but it is an idea that

has irretrievably lost its innocence. Its

status has shifted from optimum to rea-

sonable rule of thumb."

  (received March 7, 1990, accepted December

12, 1990, Faculty of Literature and Social Sci-

ences, Yamagata University)

             Appendices

  (1) Derivation of (5)

From (4) and (4)' we obtain
                          ' Xf2=de(4 le)b[(2ntle)2(a-c)2

      +2k(2-le)r(a-c)+k2r2]
 Yf2=7(T=-l;Sr?p4 k)b2[(2-k)2(a-c)2

      -4(2-k) r(a-c) +4r2]
and

 XfZt'==th(4 k)b[(2-k)2(a-c)2

(A. 1)

(A. 2)
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          ･ -(2-k)2r(a-c)-2kr2] (A.3)
Substituting (4), (4)', (A.1), (A.2) and (A.3)

into (3), we obtain

  (a'c)(azf+gLf)-7z,f=-7(7=lm-4 k)b[2(2-k)

                       (a-c)2-2(2-k)r

  ' (a-c)+2r2]
  -l}-b(cf212hafzLf+gcf2) == -i2i7ELj(4 k) b[2(1+le)

                        (2'k)2(a-c)2
                        -2(1+ le) (2- le)2r

                        (a- c) + (4-3le2) r2]

and
  "Lf =-527=}zEy2t(4 k)b[2(2-le)2(3+k)(a-c)2

       -2(2-k)2(3+le)r(a-c)+(12-k2)r2]

  (2) Derivation of (7)

From '(6) and (6)' we obtain

  Xt2=deg(4 k)b[(3-k)2(a-c)2+2le(3-le)

       r(a-c) +k2r2] (A. 4)
  Yt2 = -igi7J=ILiiy:ii](4 k) b [(4.-3le)2(a-.c)2-s(4-3le)

       r(a-c) +16r2] (A. 5)
and
  XtYt=:deg(4 2k)b[(3'le)(4'3k)(a-c)2

        -(3k2-8k+12)r(a-c)-4ler2] (A.6)
Substituting (6), (6)', (A.4), (A.5) and (A.6)

into (3), we obtain

  (a-c) (xt+yt) ff ryt = -s3-ni- l-mTi-(4 le )b [5(2-k)

  (a-c)2- (8-5k) r(a- c) +4r2]
  -}b(xt2+2Jha tyt+yt2) = -:lr6-zTl-pt-xs(4 ik ) b

  [(12k3-39k2+52) (a-c)2- (12k3- 24 le2+32) r

  (a-c) + (16-12k2) r2]

and
  Wt == -:li671-l-is(4 k) b[(18le3-21leZ-12ole+lss)

       (a-c)2-(18k3-24k2-120k+160)r
       (a" c) + (80-12k2) r2]

Notes
 1) They examine the effects of trade policies in a

duopoly with product differentiation, but do dot

consider a tariff war.

 2) The alternative assumption for market struc-

ture in a trade model under imperfect competition

is "integrated markets" under which producer
prices of goods by arbitrage must be equal through-

out the world. Horstman and Markusen(1986) and
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Markusen and Venables(1988) examine the effects

of trade polices in oligopolies under integrated

markets. In another paper, Tanaka(1991), I show

that a tariff war, with an ad-varolem tariff between

two countries in free-entry oligopolies under inte-

grated markets, is strictly Pareto superior to free

trade in the case of linear demand and cost func-

tions, even with zero transportation cost.

 3) I ignore fixed cost which does not affect our

analyses and I ignore profits of firms in a transpor-

tation service industry, or assume perfect
competitiveness with zero profit in this industry.

 4) Wt-Wf= -li-6zi-lms"ii-s(4 k)b[-(3fe2+28)r2+(6k2

             -24le+56)r(a-c)-(3k2-24k
             +28) (a- c) 2]

           =='GIH67Jrlmii7s(4 le)b[rre(a'Lc)][(3k2

             +28)r-(3k2-24le+28)(a-c)]

 5) If k==O, (8) is reduced to

      ' wt- wf =: - 727b [r- (a-c) ]i

This can not be positive for any value of r.

                     2 6) Ax == xt- by = 3(4-k2)b[(3-k) (a-c)

        '          +kr]-z(Eltai74 k)b[(2-fe)(a-c)+kr]

       =='3s7TlhTi7(4 le)b(a-c-r)

                     1 7) Ay == ym-sLf= 3(4-le2)b[(4-3k)(a'c)

                    '                '          -4r]- (4 -lk2)b [(2-k) (a-c) -2r]

               2       = - 3(4-k2) b (a-C- r)

 8) tot = wt+rltt = ls(4 -lk,),b [(18k3-21k2

         '120k+188) (a-c)2- (18le3-24 le2
         -120 le +160) r (a - c) + (80 - 12k2) r2]

         + 3(4 .rk2)b [(4'3le) (a-c) -4r] '

       ==dels(4 le)b[(18k3.-21k2-12ok+lss)

         (a-c)2+(48k-64)r(a-c)+(12k2
         -16) r2]

 9) tof - ztts+,ILf = -i2J-zTlgeyii7(4 le ) b [2(2-k)2(3+k)

          (a-c)2-2(2-k)2(3+k)r(a-c)

          + (12-le2) r2] + (4 -rle,) b [(2-k)

          (a-c)-2r] == 1 2b [2(2-le)2
                      2(4-k2)
         (3+h)(a-c)2-2(2-k)2r(a-c)
         + (3k2 -4) r2]

10) tot-tof == -=li"67Ji-l-gs(4 k) b[(3le2-24k+28)

             (a-c)2-(18k2-24le+8)r(a'c)
             + ash2-20) r2] ls (4 -1 le2) 2b

;



l

 22 me za             [r-(a-c)][5(4-3k2)r+
             (3k2-24fe+28)(a-c)]
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